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Wardrobe Noshiro - 8'2" x 8'2" with 2 rice paper sliding doors & LED lighting

Base Price:

0608

VAT excluded

VAT included

2,344.26 €

2,860.00 €

Combinations

Details

Dimensions
Accessories
Door covering
Rice paper colour
Frame Colour
Color of the interior
Door frame colour

250 x 250 x 65 cm
1 vertical divider, 1 wardrobe lift, 2 fixed hanger rails, 2 shelves, 3 drawers
adhesive rice paper applied on plexiglass
white fibre
slate grey
same colour as the outer frame
graphite grey

VAT excluded

VAT included

-

-

The prices could be not always up to date and they don't take into account any promotional sale on the e-commerce.
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Shoji Wardrobe 6'7" with Fabric Sliding Doors

Base Price:
Combinations

0331

VAT excluded

VAT included

1,702.46 €

2,077.00 €

Details

Width
Height

6'7" - 200 cm, 6'11" - 210 cm
8'2" - 250 cm, 7'11" - 240 cm, 7'7" - 230 cm, 7'9" - 235 cm, 8'1" - 245 cm
8'4" - 255 cm, 8'6" - 260 cm
8'8" - 265 cm, 8'10" - 270 cm
Depth
1'12" - 60 cm
Outer frame thickness
0,75" - 19 mm
1" - 26 mm
Door covering
fabric
fabric on panel
Fabric colour
2 sand white, 1 white, 4 beige, 6 brown, 9 yellow, 12 orange, 15 deep red, 17
maroon, 19 aubergine, 22 light green, 24 dark green, 26 turquoise, 30 deep
blue, 31 dark blue, 35 light gray, 37 black
Door handle
no handle, simple milling
plum handle, brown handle, red handle, white handle, black handle, autumn
grey handle, savanna yellow handle
Door sliding
wood on wood, wood on wood with wheels , from the bottom with wheels on
rails
from the top on metal profile
from the top with soft closing
Outside wardrobe structure and doors unfinished
finishing
clear lacquer
cherry, mahogany, teak, walnut, brown walnut, dark walnut, coffee walnut,
rosewood, wenge, whitened, red
Color of the interior
unfinished
clear lacquer
same colour as the outer frame

VAT excluded

VAT included

+40.98 €
+81.97 €
+122.95 €
+81.97 €

+50.00 €
+100.00 €
+150.00 €
+100.00 €

-

-

-

-

+40.98 €

+50.00 €

-

-

+248.36 €
+354.92 €
+165.57 €

+303.00 €
+433.00 €
+202.00 €

+247.54 €

+302.00 €

+123.77 €
+181.97 €

+151.00 €
+222.00 €

Accessories
Additional Shelf for 200/210
cm Wardrobes

Additional Hanger Rail for
200/210 cm Wardrobes

Chest of Drawers for 200/210
cm Wardrobes

Fully Equipped Internal
Element for 2 Door Wardrobes

The prices could be not always up to date and they don't take into account any promotional sale on the e-commerce.
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Shoji Wardrobe 6'7" with Rice Paper Sliding Doors

Base Price:
Combinations

0332

VAT excluded

VAT included

1,866.39 €

2,277.00 €

Details

Width
Height

6'11" - 210 cm, 6'7" - 200 cm
7'11" - 240 cm, 7'7" - 230 cm, 7'9" - 235 cm, 8'1" - 245 cm, 8'2" - 250 cm
8'4" - 255 cm, 8'6" - 260 cm
8'8" - 265 cm, 8'10" - 270 cm
Depth
1'12" - 60 cm
Outer frame thickness
0,75" - 19 mm
1" - 26 mm
Door covering
2. plasticized rice paper
1. white fiber rice paper glued and glazed on a transparent polycarbonate
panel
3. plasticized rice paper with a transparent polycarbonate support
Rice paper colour
2-3 plasticized 102, 1 white fiber 001 on panel, 2-3 plasticized 2, 2-3
plasticized 104, 2-3 plasticized 105, 2-3 plasticized 106, 2-3 plasticized 108,
2-3 plasticized 110, 2-3 plasticized
Door handle
no handle, simple milling
plum handle, brown handle, red handle, white handle, black handle, autumn
grey handle, savanna yellow handle
Door sliding
wood on wood, from the bottom with wheels on rails, wood on wood with
wheels
from the top on metal profile
from the top with soft closing
Outside wardrobe structure and doors unfinished
finishing
clear lacquer
cherry, mahogany, teak, walnut, brown walnut, dark walnut, coffee walnut,
rosewood, wenge, whitened, red
Color of the interior
unfinished
clear lacquer
same colour as the outer frame

VAT excluded

VAT included

+40.98 €
+81.97 €
+122.95 €
-

+50.00 €
+100.00 €
+150.00 €
-

+40.98 €

+50.00 €

+81.97 €

+100.00 €

-

-

-

-

+40.98 €

+50.00 €

-

-

+248.36 €
+354.92 €
+165.57 €

+303.00 €
+433.00 €
+202.00 €

+247.54 €

+302.00 €

+123.77 €
+181.97 €

+151.00 €
+222.00 €

Accessories
Additional Shelf for 200/210
cm Wardrobes

Additional Hanger Rail for
200/210 cm Wardrobes

Chest of Drawers for 200/210
cm Wardrobes

Fully Equipped Internal
Element for 2 Door Wardrobes

The prices could be not always up to date and they don't take into account any promotional sale on the e-commerce.
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Shoji Wardrobe 8'2" with Fabric Sliding Doors

Base Price:
Combinations

0333

VAT excluded

VAT included

1,900.82 €

2,319.00 €

Details

Width
Height

8'2" - 250 cm, 7'11" - 240 cm
8'2" - 250 cm, 7'11" - 240 cm, 7'7" - 230 cm, 7'9" - 235 cm, 8'1" - 245 cm
8'4" - 255 cm, 8'6" - 260 cm
8'8" - 265 cm, 8'10" - 270 cm
Depth
1'12" - 60 cm
Outer frame thickness
0,75" - 19 mm
1" - 26 mm
Door covering
fabric
fabric on panel
Fabric colour
2 sand white, 1 white, 4 beige, 6 brown, 9 yellow, 12 orange, 15 deep red, 17
maroon, 19 aubergine, 22 light green, 24 dark green, 26 turquoise, 30 deep
blue, 31 dark blue, 35 light gray, 37 black
Door handle
no handle, simple milling
plum handle, brown handle, red handle, white handle, black handle, autumn
grey handle, savanna yellow handle
Door sliding
wood on wood, wood on wood with wheels , from the bottom with wheels on
rails
from the top on metal profile
from the top with soft closing
Outside wardrobe structure and doors unfinished
finishing
clear lacquer
cherry, mahogany, teak, walnut, brown walnut, dark walnut, coffee walnut,
rosewood, wenge, whitened, red
Color of the interior
unfinished
clear lacquer
same colour as the outer frame

VAT excluded

VAT included

+40.98 €
+81.97 €
+163.93 €
+102.46 €

+50.00 €
+100.00 €
+200.00 €
+125.00 €

-

-

-

-

+40.98 €

+50.00 €

-

-

+247.54 €
+354.92 €
+165.57 €

+302.00 €
+433.00 €
+202.00 €

+247.54 €

+302.00 €

+123.77 €
+181.97 €

+151.00 €
+222.00 €

Accessories
Additional Hanger Rail for 250
cm Wardrobes

Chest of Drawers for 240/250
cm Wardrobes

Fully Equipped Internal
Element for 2 Door Wardrobes

Additional Shelf for 240/250
cm Wardrobes

The prices could be not always up to date and they don't take into account any promotional sale on the e-commerce.
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Shoji Wardrobe 8'2" with Rice Paper Sliding Doors

Base Price:
Combinations

0334

VAT excluded

VAT included

2,106.56 €

2,570.00 €

Details

Width
Height

8'2" - 250 cm, 7'11" - 240 cm
7'11" - 240 cm, 7'7" - 230 cm, 7'9" - 235 cm, 8'1" - 245 cm, 8'2" - 250 cm
8'4" - 255 cm, 8'6" - 260 cm
8'8" - 265 cm, 8'10" - 270 cm
Depth
1'12" - 60 cm
Outer frame thickness
0,75" - 19 mm
1" - 26 mm
Door covering
2. plasticized rice paper
1. white fiber rice paper glued and glazed on a transparent polycarbonate
panel
3. plasticized rice paper with a transparent polycarbonate support
Rice paper colour
2-3 plasticized 102, 1 white fiber 001 on panel, 2-3 plasticized 2, 2-3
plasticized 104, 2-3 plasticized 105, 2-3 plasticized 106, 2-3 plasticized 108,
2-3 plasticized 110, 2-3 plasticized
Door handle
simple milling, no handle
plum handle, brown handle, red handle, white handle, black handle, autumn
grey handle, savanna yellow handle
Door sliding
wood on wood, from the bottom with wheels on rails, wood on wood with
wheels
from the top on metal profile
from the top with soft closing
Outside wardrobe structure and doors unfinished
finishing
clear lacquer
cherry, mahogany, teak, walnut, brown walnut, dark walnut, coffee walnut,
rosewood, wenge, whitened, red
Color of the interior
unfinished
clear lacquer
same colour as the outer frame

VAT excluded

VAT included

+40.98 €
+81.97 €
+122.95 €
-

+50.00 €
+100.00 €
+150.00 €
-

+50.82 €

+62.00 €

+102.46 €

+125.00 €

-

-

-

-

+40.98 €

+50.00 €

-

-

+247.54 €
+354.92 €
+165.57 €

+302.00 €
+433.00 €
+202.00 €

+247.54 €

+302.00 €

+123.77 €
+181.97 €

+151.00 €
+222.00 €

Accessories
Chest of Drawers for 240/250
cm Wardrobes

Fully Equipped Internal
Element for 2 Door Wardrobes

Additional Shelf for 240/250
cm Wardrobes

Additional Hanger Rail for
240/250 cm Wardrobes

The prices could be not always up to date and they don't take into account any promotional sale on the e-commerce.
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Shoji Wardrobe 9'10" with Fabric Sliding Doors

Base Price:
Combinations

0335

VAT excluded

VAT included

2,396.72 €

2,924.00 €

Details

Width
Height

9'10" - 300 cm, 10'4" - 315 cm
8'2" - 250 cm, 7'11" - 240 cm, 7'7" - 230 cm, 7'9" - 235 cm, 8'1" - 245 cm
8'4" - 255 cm, 8'6" - 260 cm
8'8" - 265 cm, 8'10" - 270 cm
Depth
1'12" - 60 cm
Outer frame thickness
0,75" - 19 mm
1" - 26 mm
Door covering
fabric
fabric on panel
Fabric colour
2 sand white, 1 white, 4 beige, 6 brown, 9 yellow, 12 orange, 15 deep red, 17
maroon, 19 aubergine, 22 light green, 24 dark green, 26 turquoise, 30 deep
blue, 31 dark blue, 35 light gray, 37 black
Door handle
no handle, simple milling
plum handle, brown handle, red handle, white handle, black handle, autumn
grey handle, savanna yellow handle
Door sliding
wood on wood, from the bottom with wheels on rails, wood on wood with
wheels
from the top on metal profile
from the top with soft closing
Outside wardrobe structure and doors unfinished
finishing
clear lacquer
cherry, mahogany, teak, walnut, brown walnut, dark walnut, coffee walnut,
rosewood, wenge, whitened, red
Color of the interior
unfinished
clear lacquer
same colour as the outer frame

VAT excluded

VAT included

+61.48 €
+122.95 €
+204.92 €
+122.95 €

+75.00 €
+150.00 €
+250.00 €
+150.00 €

-

-

-

-

+40.98 €

+50.00 €

-

-

+367.21 €
+527.87 €
+206.56 €

+448.00 €
+644.00 €
+252.00 €

+289.34 €

+353.00 €

+165.57 €
+222.95 €

+202.00 €
+272.00 €

Accessories
Chest of Drawers for 300/315
cm Wardrobes

Fully Equipped Internal
Element for 3 Door Wardrobes

Additional Shelf for 300/315
cm Wardrobes

Additional Hanger Rail for
300/315 cm Wardrobes

The prices could be not always up to date and they don't take into account any promotional sale on the e-commerce.
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Shoji Wardrobe 9'10" with Rice Paper Sliding Doors

Base Price:
Combinations

0336

VAT excluded

VAT included

2,642.62 €

3,224.00 €

Details

Width
Height

9'10" - 300 cm, 10'4" - 315 cm
8'2" - 250 cm, 7'11" - 240 cm, 7'7" - 230 cm, 7'9" - 235 cm, 8'1" - 245 cm
8'4" - 255 cm, 8'6" - 260 cm
8'8" - 265 cm, 8'10" - 270 cm
Depth
1'12" - 60 cm
Outer frame thickness
0,75" - 19 mm
1" - 26 mm
Door covering
2. plasticized rice paper
1. white fiber rice paper glued and glazed on a transparent polycarbonate
panel
3. plasticized rice paper with a transparent polycarbonate support
Rice paper colour
2-3 plasticized 102, 1 white fiber 001 on panel, 2-3 plasticized 2, 2-3
plasticized 104, 2-3 plasticized 105, 2-3 plasticized 106, 2-3 plasticized 108,
2-3 plasticized 110, 2-3 plasticized
Door handle
no handle, simple milling
plum handle, brown handle, red handle, white handle, black handle, autumn
grey handle, savanna yellow handle, red plum handle
Door sliding
wood on wood, from the bottom with wheels on rails, wood on wood with
wheels
from the top on metal profile
from the top with soft closing
Outside wardrobe structure and doors unfinished
finishing
clear lacquer
cherry, mahogany, teak, walnut, brown walnut, dark walnut, coffee walnut,
rosewood, wenge, whitened, red
Color of the interior
unfinished
clear lacquer
same colour as the outer frame

VAT excluded

VAT included

+61.48 €
+122.95 €
+204.92 €
-

+75.00 €
+150.00 €
+250.00 €
-

+61.48 €

+75.00 €

+122.95 €

+150.00 €

-

-

-

-

+40.98 €

+50.00 €

-

-

+346.72 €
+527.87 €
+206.56 €

+423.00 €
+644.00 €
+252.00 €

+289.34 €

+353.00 €

+165.57 €
+222.95 €

+202.00 €
+272.00 €

Accessories
Chest of Drawers for 300/315
cm Wardrobes

Fully Equipped Internal
Element for 3 Door Wardrobes

Additional Shelf for 300/315
cm Wardrobes

Additional Hanger Rail for
300/315 cm Wardrobes

The prices could be not always up to date and they don't take into account any promotional sale on the e-commerce.
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Feng Wardrobe 8'2" x 8'2" with Wooden Insert

Base Price:

0060

VAT excluded

VAT included

2,000.00 €

2,440.00 €

Combinations

Details

Dimensions
Outer frame thickness

250 x 250 x 60 cm
0,75" - 19 mm
1" - 26 mm
fabric on panel
2 sand white, 1 white, 4 beige, 6 brown, 9 yellow, 12 orange, 15 deep red, 17
maroon, 19 aubergine, 22 light green, 24 dark green, 26 turquoise, 30 deep
blue, 31 dark blue, 35 light gray, 37 black
natural, oiled, cherry, mahogany, teak, walnut, brown walnut, dark walnut,
coffee walnut, rosewood, wenge, bleached, red

Door covering
Fabric colour

Color of feng central panel
Door with opening recess or
smoothed
Door sliding

simple milling, no handle

wood on wood with wheels , wood on wood
from the top on metal profile
from the top with soft closing
Outside wardrobe structure and doors unfinished
finishing
clear lacquer
cherry, mahogany, teak, walnut, brown walnut, dark walnut, coffee walnut,
rosewood, wenge, whitened, red
Color of the interior
unfinished
clear lacquer
same colour as the outer frame

VAT excluded

VAT included

+122.95 €
-

+150.00 €
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

+247.54 €
+354.92 €
+165.57 €

+302.00 €
+433.00 €
+202.00 €

+247.54 €

+302.00 €

+123.77 €
+181.97 €

+151.00 €
+222.00 €

Accessories
Additional Shelf for 250 cm
Wardrobes

Additional Hanger Rail for 250
cm Wardrobes

Chest of Drawers for 250 cm
Wardrobes

Fully Equipped Internal
Element for 2 Door Wardrobes

The prices could be not always up to date and they don't take into account any promotional sale on the e-commerce.
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Feng Wardrobe 8'2" x 8'2" with Fabric Insert

Base Price:

0181

VAT excluded

VAT included

2,000.00 €

2,440.00 €

Combinations

Details

Dimensions
Outer frame thickness

250 x 250 x 60 cm
0,75" - 19 mm
1" - 26 mm
fabric on panel
2 sand white, 1 white, 4 beige, 6 brown, 9 yellow, 12 orange, 15 deep red, 17
maroon, 19 aubergine, 22 light green, 24 dark green, 26 turquoise, 30 deep
blue, 31 dark blue, 35 light gray, 37 black
2 sand white, 1 white, 4 beige, 6 brown, 9 yellow, 12 orange, 15 deep red, 17
maroon, 19 plum purple, 22 light green, 24 dark green, 26 turquoise, 30 deep
blue, 31 dark blue, 35 light gray, 37 black

Door covering
Fabric colour

Central panel fabric

Door with opening recess or
smoothed
Door sliding

simple milling, no handle

wood on wood with wheels , wood on wood, from the bottom with wheels on
rails
from the top on metal profile
from the top with soft closing
Outside wardrobe structure and doors unfinished
finishing
clear lacquer
cherry, mahogany, teak, walnut, brown walnut, dark walnut, coffee walnut,
rosewood, wenge, whitened, red
Color of the interior
unfinished
clear lacquer
same colour as the outer frame

VAT excluded

VAT included

+122.95 €
-

+150.00 €
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

+247.54 €
+354.92 €
+165.57 €

+302.00 €
+433.00 €
+202.00 €

+247.54 €

+302.00 €

+123.77 €
+181.97 €

+151.00 €
+222.00 €

Accessories
Additional Shelf for 250 cm
Wardrobes

Additional Hanger Rail for 250
cm Wardrobes

Chest of Drawers for 250 cm
Wardrobes

Fully Equipped Internal
Element for 2 Door Wardrobes

The prices could be not always up to date and they don't take into account any promotional sale on the e-commerce.
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Feng Wardrobe 8'10" x 7'7" with Wooden Insert

Base Price:

0164

VAT excluded

VAT included

2,000.00 €

2,440.00 €

Combinations

Details

Dimensions
Outer frame thickness

270 x 230 x 60 cm
0,75" - 19 mm
1" - 26 mm
fabric on panel
2 sand white, 1 white, 4 beige, 6 brown, 9 yellow, 12 orange, 15 deep red, 17
maroon, 19 aubergine, 22 light green, 24 dark green, 26 turquoise, 30 deep
blue, 31 dark blue, 35 light gray, 37 black
natural, oiled, cherry, mahogany, teak, walnut, brown walnut, dark walnut,
coffee walnut, rosewood, wenge, bleached, red

Door covering
Fabric colour

Color of feng central panel
Door with opening recess or
smoothed
Door sliding

simple milling, no handle

wood on wood with wheels , wood on wood, from the bottom with wheels on
rails
from the top on metal profile
from the top with soft closing
Outside wardrobe structure and doors unfinished
finishing
clear lacquer
cherry, mahogany, teak, walnut, brown walnut, dark walnut, coffee walnut,
rosewood, wenge, whitened, red
Color of the interior
unfinished
clear lacquer
same colour as the outer frame

VAT excluded

VAT included

+163.93 €
-

+200.00 €
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

+286.89 €
+450.82 €
+165.57 €

+350.00 €
+550.00 €
+202.00 €

+247.54 €

+302.00 €

+123.77 €
+181.97 €

+151.00 €
+222.00 €

Accessories
Additional Shelf for 270 cm
Wardrobes

Additional Hanger Rail for 270
cm Wardrobes

Chest of Drawers for 270 cm
Wardrobes

Fully Equipped Internal
Element for 2 Door Wardrobes

The prices could be not always up to date and they don't take into account any promotional sale on the e-commerce.
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Feng Wardrobe 8'10" x 7'7" with Fabric Insert

Base Price:

0182

VAT excluded

VAT included

2,000.00 €

2,440.00 €

Combinations

Details

Dimensions
Outer frame thickness

270 x 230 x 60 cm
0,75" - 19 mm
1" - 26 mm
fabric on panel
2 sand white, 1 white, 4 beige, 6 brown, 9 yellow, 12 orange, 15 deep red, 17
maroon, 19 aubergine, 22 light green, 24 dark green, 26 turquoise, 30 deep
blue, 31 dark blue, 35 light gray, 37 black
2 sand white, 1 white, 4 beige, 6 brown, 9 yellow, 12 orange, 15 deep red, 17
maroon, 19 plum purple, 22 light green, 24 dark green, 26 turquoise, 30 deep
blue, 31 dark blue, 35 light gray, 37 black

Door covering
Fabric colour

Central panel fabric

Door with opening recess or
smoothed
Door sliding

simple milling, no handle

wood on wood with wheels , wood on wood, from the bottom with wheels on
rails
from the top on metal profile
from the top with soft closing
Outside wardrobe structure and doors unfinished
finishing
clear lacquer
cherry, mahogany, teak, walnut, brown walnut, dark walnut, coffee walnut,
rosewood, wenge, whitened, red
Color of the interior
unfinished
clear lacquer
same colour as the outer frame

VAT excluded

VAT included

+163.93 €
-

+200.00 €
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

+286.89 €
+450.82 €
+165.57 €

+350.00 €
+550.00 €
+202.00 €

+247.54 €

+302.00 €

+123.77 €
+181.97 €

+151.00 €
+222.00 €

Accessories
Additional Shelf for 270 cm
Wardrobes

Additional Hanger Rail for 270
cm Wardrobes

Chest of Drawers for 270 cm
Wardrobes

Fully Equipped Internal
Element for 2 Door Wardrobes

The prices could be not always up to date and they don't take into account any promotional sale on the e-commerce.
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Feng Wardrobe 8'10" x 8'2" with Wooden Insert

Base Price:

0165

VAT excluded

VAT included

2,066.39 €

2,521.00 €

Combinations

Details

Dimensions
Outer frame thickness

270 x 250 x 60 cm
0,75" - 19 mm
1" - 26 mm
fabric on panel
2 sand white, 1 white, 4 beige, 6 brown, 9 yellow, 12 orange, 15 deep red, 17
maroon, 19 aubergine, 22 light green, 24 dark green, 26 turquoise, 30 deep
blue, 31 dark blue, 35 light gray, 37 black
natural, oiled, cherry, mahogany, teak, walnut, brown walnut, dark walnut,
coffee walnut, rosewood, wenge, bleached, red

Door covering
Fabric colour

Color of feng central panel
Door with opening recess or
smoothed
Door sliding

simple milling, no handle

wood on wood with wheels , wood on wood, from the bottom with wheels on
rails
from the top on metal profile
from the top with soft closing
Outside wardrobe structure and doors unfinished
finishing
clear lacquer
cherry, mahogany, teak, walnut, brown walnut, dark walnut, coffee walnut,
rosewood, wenge, whitened, red
Color of the interior
unfinished
clear lacquer
same colour as the outer frame

VAT excluded

VAT included

+163.93 €
-

+200.00 €
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

+286.89 €
+450.82 €
+165.57 €

+350.00 €
+550.00 €
+202.00 €

+247.54 €

+302.00 €

+123.77 €
+181.97 €

+151.00 €
+222.00 €

Accessories
Additional Shelf for 270 cm
Wardrobes

Additional Hanger Rail for 270
cm Wardrobes

Chest of Drawers for 270 cm
Wardrobes

Fully Equipped Internal
Element for 2 Door Wardrobes

The prices could be not always up to date and they don't take into account any promotional sale on the e-commerce.
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Feng Wardrobe 8'10" x 8'2" with Fabric Insert

Base Price:

0183

VAT excluded

VAT included

2,066.39 €

2,521.00 €

Combinations

Details

Dimensions
Outer frame thickness

270 x 250 x 60 cm
0,75" - 19 mm
1" - 26 mm
fabric on panel
2 sand white, 1 white, 4 beige, 6 brown, 9 yellow, 12 orange, 15 deep red, 17
maroon, 19 aubergine, 22 light green, 24 dark green, 26 turquoise, 30 deep
blue, 31 dark blue, 35 light gray, 37 black
2 sand white, 1 white, 4 beige, 6 brown, 9 yellow, 12 orange, 15 deep red, 17
maroon, 19 plum purple, 22 light green, 24 dark green, 26 turquoise, 30 deep
blue, 31 dark blue, 35 light gray, 37 black

Door covering
Fabric colour

Central panel fabric

Door with opening recess or
smoothed
Door sliding

simple milling, no handle

wood on wood with wheels , wood on wood, from the bottom with wheels on
rails
from the top on metal profile
from the top with soft closing
Outside wardrobe structure and doors unfinished
finishing
clear lacquer
cherry, mahogany, teak, walnut, brown walnut, dark walnut, coffee walnut,
rosewood, wenge, whitened, red
Color of the interior
unfinished
clear lacquer
same colour as the outer frame

VAT excluded

VAT included

+163.93 €
-

+200.00 €
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

+286.89 €
+450.82 €
+165.57 €

+350.00 €
+550.00 €
+202.00 €

+247.54 €

+302.00 €

+123.77 €
+181.97 €

+151.00 €
+222.00 €

Accessories
Additional Shelf for 270 cm
Wardrobes

Additional Hanger Rail for 270
cm Wardrobes

Chest of Drawers for 270 cm
Wardrobes

Fully Equipped Internal
Element for 2 Door Wardrobes

The prices could be not always up to date and they don't take into account any promotional sale on the e-commerce.
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Feng Wardrobe 9'10" x 8'2" with Wooden Insert

Base Price:

0337

VAT excluded

VAT included

2,545.08 €

3,105.00 €

Combinations

Details

Dimensions
Outer frame thickness

300 x 250 x 60 cm
0,75" - 19 mm
1" - 26 mm
fabric on panel
2 sand white, 1 white, 4 beige, 6 brown, 9 yellow, 12 orange, 15 deep red, 17
maroon, 19 aubergine, 22 light green, 24 dark green, 26 turquoise, 30 deep
blue, 31 dark blue, 35 light gray, 37 black
natural, oiled, cherry, mahogany, teak, walnut, brown walnut, dark walnut,
coffee walnut, rosewood, wenge, bleached, red

Door covering
Fabric colour

Color of feng central panel
Door with opening recess or
smoothed
Door sliding

simple milling, no handle

wood on wood with wheels , wood on wood, from the bottom with wheels on
rails
from the top on metal profile
from the top with soft closing
Outside wardrobe structure and doors unfinished
finishing
clear lacquer
cherry, mahogany, teak, walnut, brown walnut, dark walnut, coffee walnut,
rosewood, wenge, whitened, red
Color of the interior
unfinished
clear lacquer
same colour as the outer frame

VAT excluded

VAT included

+204.92 €
-

+250.00 €
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

+367.21 €
+527.87 €
+165.57 €

+448.00 €
+644.00 €
+202.00 €

+247.54 €

+302.00 €

+123.77 €
+181.97 €

+151.00 €
+222.00 €

Accessories
Additional Shelf for 300 cm
Wardrobes

Additional Hanger Rail for 300
cm Wardrobes

Chest of Drawers for 300 cm
Wardrobes

Fully Equipped Internal
Element for 3 Door Wardrobes

The prices could be not always up to date and they don't take into account any promotional sale on the e-commerce.
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Feng Wardrobe 9'10" x 8'2" with Fabric Insert

Base Price:

0184

VAT excluded

VAT included

2,545.08 €

3,105.00 €

Combinations

Details

Dimensions
Outer frame thickness

300 x 250 x 60 cm
0,75" - 19 mm
1" - 26 mm
fabric on panel
1 white, 2 sand white, 4 beige, 6 brown, 9 yellow, 12 orange, 15 deep red, 17
maroon, 19 aubergine, 22 light green, 24 dark green, 26 turquoise, 30 deep
blue, 31 dark blue, 35 light gray, 37 black
1 white, 2 sand white, 4 beige, 6 brown, 9 yellow, 12 orange, 15 deep red, 17
maroon, 19 plum purple, 22 light green, 24 dark green, 26 turquoise, 30 deep
blue, 31 dark blue, 35 light gray, 37 black

Door covering
Fabric colour

Central panel fabric

Door with opening recess or
smoothed
Door sliding

simple milling, no handle

wood on wood, from the bottom with wheels on rails
from the top on metal profile
from the top with soft closing
Outside wardrobe structure and doors unfinished
finishing
clear lacquer
cherry, mahogany, teak, walnut, brown walnut, dark walnut, coffee walnut,
rosewood, wenge, whitened, red
Color of the interior
unfinished
clear lacquer
same colour as the outer frame

VAT excluded

VAT included

+204.92 €
-

+250.00 €
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

+367.21 €
+527.87 €
+165.57 €

+448.00 €
+644.00 €
+202.00 €

+247.54 €

+302.00 €

+123.77 €
+181.97 €

+151.00 €
+222.00 €

Accessories
Additional Shelf for 300 cm
Wardrobes

Additional Hanger Rail for 300
cm Wardrobes

Chest of Drawers for 300 cm
Wardrobes

Fully Equipped Internal
Element for 3 Door Wardrobes

The prices could be not always up to date and they don't take into account any promotional sale on the e-commerce.
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Origami wardrobe 6 doors

0288

Base Price:

VAT excluded

VAT included

2,377.05 €

2,900.00 €

Combinations

Details

Dimensions, Height - Depth
Extra modules

250 x 60 cm
without bookcase (width cm 300)
with bookcase on the left (width cm 330), with bookcase on the right (width cm
330)
no panels
side panels
unfinished
oiled
cherry, mahogany, teak, walnut, brown walnut, dark walnut, coffee walnut,
rosewood, wenge, white, red
unfinished, oiled, cherry, mahogany, teak, walnut, brown walnut, dark walnut,
coffee walnut, rosewood, wenge, bleached, red

Accessories
Frame finishing (natural not
treated,oiled or coloured)

Color of the handle panels

VAT excluded

VAT included

-

-

+368.85 €

+450.00 €

+147.54 €
+286.89 €

+180.00 €
+350.00 €

+409.84 €

+500.00 €

-

-

The prices could be not always up to date and they don't take into account any promotional sale on the e-commerce.
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Origami wardrobe 6 drawers

0293

Base Price:

VAT excluded

VAT included

3,360.66 €

4,100.00 €

Combinations

Details

Dimensions, Height - Depth
Extra modules

250 x 60 cm
without bookcase (width cm 300)
with bookcase on the left (width cm 330), with bookcase on the right (width cm
330)
no panels
side panels
unfinished
oiled
cherry, mahogany, teak, walnut, brown walnut, dark walnut, coffee walnut,
rosewood, wenge, white, red
unfinished, oiled, cherry, mahogany, teak, walnut, brown walnut, dark walnut,
coffee walnut, rosewood, wenge, bleached, red

Accessories
Frame finishing (natural not
treated,oiled or coloured)

Color of the handle panels

VAT excluded

VAT included

-

-

+368.85 €

+450.00 €

+147.54 €
+368.85 €

+180.00 €
+450.00 €

+491.80 €

+600.00 €

-

-

The prices could be not always up to date and they don't take into account any promotional sale on the e-commerce.
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Origami wardrobe central bookcase

0294

Base Price:

VAT excluded

VAT included

3,196.72 €

3,900.00 €

Combinations

Details

Dimensions, Height - Depth
Extra modules

250 x 60 cm
without bookcase (width cm 300)
with bookcase on the left (width cm 330), with bookcase on the right (width cm
330)
no panels
side panels
unfinished
oiled
cherry, mahogany, teak, walnut, brown walnut, dark walnut, coffee walnut,
rosewood, wenge, white, red
unfinished, oiled, cherry, mahogany, teak, walnut, brown walnut, dark walnut,
coffee walnut, rosewood, wenge, bleached, red

Accessories
Frame finishing (natural not
treated,oiled or coloured)

Color of the handle panels

VAT excluded

VAT included

-

-

+368.85 €

+450.00 €

+147.54 €
+368.85 €

+180.00 €
+450.00 €

+491.80 €

+600.00 €

-

-

The prices could be not always up to date and they don't take into account any promotional sale on the e-commerce.
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Origami corner wardrobe

0290

Base Price:

VAT excluded

VAT included

3,196.72 €

3,900.00 €

Combinations

Details

Height
Extra modules

8'2" - 250 cm
without bookcase (W-D cm 240 x 240)
with bookcase on the right (W-D cm 270 x 240), with bookcase on the left
(W-D cm 240 x 270)
with double bookcase (W-D cm 270 x 270)
no panels
side panels
unfinished
oiled
cherry, mahogany, teak, walnut, brown walnut, dark walnut, coffee walnut,
rosewood, wenge, white, red
unfinished, oiled, cherry, mahogany, teak, walnut, brown walnut, dark walnut,
coffee walnut, rosewood, wenge, bleached, red

Accessories
Frame finishing (natural not
treated,oiled or coloured)

Color of the handle panels

VAT excluded

VAT included

-

-

+327.87 €

+400.00 €

+655.74 €
+147.54 €
+573.77 €

+800.00 €
+180.00 €
+700.00 €

+737.70 €

+900.00 €

-

-

The prices could be not always up to date and they don't take into account any promotional sale on the e-commerce.
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Shoji Wardrobe 8'2" x 7'6" with Rice Paper Sliding Doors - Special Offer

Base Price:

VAT excluded

VAT included

2,271.84 €

2,771.65 €

Combinations

Details

Width
Height
Depth
Outer frame thickness
Door covering

8'2" - 250 cm
7'7" - 230 cm
1'12" - 60 cm
0,75" - 19 mm
2. plasticized rice paper
1. white fiber rice paper glued and glazed on a transparent polycarbonate
panel
2-3 plasticized 102, 1 white fiber 001 on panel, 2-3 plasticized 2, 2-3
plasticized 104, 2-3 plasticized 105, 2-3 plasticized 106, 2-3 plasticized 108,
2-3 plasticized 110, 2-3 plasticized
simple milling
wood on wood with wheels

Rice paper colour

0520

Door handle
Door sliding
Outside wardrobe structure and doors
clear lacquer
finishing
Finishing (natural not treated, oiled or unfinished
coloured)
oiled

VAT excluded

VAT included

-

-

+50.82 €

+62.00 €

-

-

-

-

-

-

+123.77 €

+151.00 €

Accessories
Chest of Drawers for 240/250
cm Wardrobes

Fully Equipped Internal
Element for 2 Door Wardrobes

Additional Shelf for 240/250
cm Wardrobes

Additional Hanger Rail for
240/250 cm Wardrobes

The prices could be not always up to date and they don't take into account any promotional sale on the e-commerce.
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Wardrobe Dolomites with two sliding doors

Base Price:
Combinations

Details

Width
Height
Depth
Frame Colour
Color of the interior
Door colour
Central panel colour
LED lighting in wardrobe interior

5'11" - 180 cm, 6'1" - 185 cm, 6'3" - 190 cm
7'3" - 220 cm, 7'5" - 225 cm
2'2" - 65 cm
chalk white, slate grey
same colour as the outer frame
chalk white, slate grey
Marble, Carrara White, Onyx
No

0615

VAT excluded

VAT included

2,344.26 €

2,860.00 €
VAT excluded

VAT included

-

-

The prices could be not always up to date and they don't take into account any promotional sale on the e-commerce.
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